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Have you finally gotten around to refinishing your basement in New Jersey? If so, you’re
going to need a reliable local electrician who specializes in electrical wiring for basement
finishing. Whether you’re looking to add a single outlet box or rewire your entire
basement for lighting, a master electrician can handle the nuts and bolts of providing the
necessary upgrades. Contact DK Electrical Solutions before you put up your insulation
and drywall. Otherwise, you may end up doing a lot of patching after we finish wiring
your new game room, home bar, or entertainment area.
On this page, we have covered…
Basement Finishing Wiring
Contact us to hire a master electrician who can handle anything from completing
the wiring for your new spa to updating your electrical outlets.
FREE On-Site Estimate!

Basement Finishing Wiring
When you transform your basement in New Jersey into a home office, gym, or additional
living space, you add to your home’s value. To have full use of the space, you may have to
upgrade your electrical system to add a basement outlet box with higher amperes. Our
technicians can also provide finishing electrical wiring services, so you have the juice to
power electronics, lighting, and new appliances such as a washer and dryer.
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Electrical Code for Basements
Before you attempt to install an outlet on the basement wall yourself, consider how well
you know the local building codes. We suggest that you hire a master electrician to help
you navigate the process of obtaining permits, scheduling inspections, and making any
necessary changes to remain in compliance.
Our master electrician knows all relevant electrical codes for your home in New Jersey.
For example, did you know that the national electric code requires an outlet every 12
feet? Also, if you install a bathroom or countertops, you’ll need to use GFCI outlets to
comply with most state, local and national codes.
Most basement refinishing jobs require upgrades to your electrical service panel. Contact
DK Electrical Solutions to schedule a consultation and determine whether adding a 15or 20-amp circuit breaker will help provide power to your new living area. Our qualified
electrician can handle all the details needed to properly install lights, circuit breakers,
and outlets in your basement.

Basement Electrical Wiring Cost
It costs between $2 and $5 per square foot to the wire of basement remodel. It all
depends on your plans for your finished basement. Simple jobs may require new lighting
schemes, while more complicated renovations require significant changes to
accommodate large appliances.
When we bid on a job, our technician provides an upfront quote that we commit to. This
saves you the hassle of paying an hourly wage that can quickly lead to cost overruns.

Basement Electrical Ideas
There are endless ways to improve an unfinished or outdated basement. For example,
fluorescent lights provide efficient illumination, while recessed lighting can add
ambiance and help you define different areas. We also suggest installing different kinds
of lights on dedicated circuits for the power you need without causing an electrical short.
If you decide to move your washroom downstairs or add a second refrigerator, you can
count on DK Electrical Solutions to add the necessary amperes to the breaker box.
Three-way switches make it convenient to turn lights off and on safely.
Whatever changes you have in store for your basement renovation, we can design and
implement the corresponding electrical upgrades. Check out our online gallery to see our
work or to get ideas for your home renovation projects.

Why Choose DK Electrical Solutions?
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Homeowners and business owners in New Jersey turn to DK Electrical Solutions for
affordable electrical services and an array of financing options. When you hire our team,
you get master electricians who get the job done right the first time.
Thanks to our upfront pricing policy, you won’t get a nasty surprise when you receive the
final invoice. With a warranty on our workmanship and guaranteed licensed, bonded,
and insured technicians, what reason is there not to hire DK Electrical Solutions?

Contact DK Electrical Solutions for Basement Finishing Rewiring
Today
Are you looking for an electrician who can perform basement finishing rewiring? DK
Electrical Solutions offers affordable electrical services to clients throughout New Jersey.
Our master electricians provide high-quality work in full compliance with local, state,
and federal codes. Completing your own electrical work can put your home and family in
danger. Instead, hire consummate professionals who offer a 100% guarantee on their
work. Contact DK Electrical Solutions today to discuss your basement electrical needs.
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